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Increased
screen time
overwhelming
for today’s teens
BY ELLAH FOSTER
When CHS junior Natalia Miller found
out through her settings that she had spent 38
hours on her phone in the past 10 days, she
expressed nothing but shock for that excessive screen time. However, she’s not alone in
her time-consuming technology use.
American teenagers spend an average
of nine hours online every day, roughly three
hours more than adults daily, according to a
study released by Common Sense Media. As
the first generation to grow up with technology at their fingertips, the mesmerizing pull
of the screen might possibly be too difficult
to ignore.
This supposed “addiction” began with
the creation of the first iPhone in 2007, following the craze of flip phones from the decade prior. Within the span of a few short
years, the global use of tablets, cell phones
and iPods exploded. By 2014-2015, Pew
Research Center reported that 95 percent of
teens had access to a smartphone.
Along with personal devices, students
in Carmel Unified School District receive
Chromebook laptops in sixth grade for academic reasons, although many game and entertainment websites are not blocked.
In an average day at Carmel High, students use their computers in almost every
class. That alone adds up to five or six hours
of screen time solely for educational purposes. Lunch, passing periods and time after
school are free for students to spend on their
cell phones, mostly unrestricted by other activities. The nightly amount of time spent on
homework can take anywhere from an hour
to four times that, meaning even more hours
can be spent online.
Time spent on homework, videos, messaging and everything else the internet encompasses quickly adds up in a day. And
what about social media? Platforms such as
Instagram, Snapchat and Twitter are large
components of the problem, with software
designed to keep users online for as long
and as frequently as possible. The “infinite
scroll” algorithm, used on almost all social
media apps, including Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram, was created by technology engineer Aza Raskin. The algorithm loads content continuously, causing the user to scroll
further down the page rather than select posts
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Content overhaul in order for AP World
History curriculum; CHS accommodates
BY KYLIE YEATMAN

After 16 years of offering AP
World History as a cohesive global
course centered on teaching the entire history of the Earth in only eight
months, the College Board will be
implementing a brand new course entitled AP World History: Modern in
September 2019.
Focusing on history dated after
the year 1250—a noted change from
its proposed start date of 1450, which
incited a controversy of its own due to
the noticeable removal of African and
Asian history from the curriculum—
the College Board has elected to offer a preamble to the course, similarly
titled “Pre-AP World History and Geography.”
While CHS will not be offering
a Pre-AP course as a precursor to the
traditional sophomore year AP World
History class, the implementation
of changes to freshman social studies courses in order to better prepare

them for the course is heavily in discussions, as explained by AP U.S.
History teacher and social studies
chair Marc Stafford.
“Changes are in discussions or
the current college-preparation geography and AP Human Geography
courses offered [to freshman,]” Stafford explains. “If any class is going to
see a major change, it’d be the nonAP freshman geography course.”
Casting doubt on whether incoming freshmen will have the forethought or motivation to dedicate two
years of their high school education
to taking one AP course—or even the
desire to sacrifice a summer in order
to enroll in Pre-AP—Carmel High’s
current AP World’s teacher, Brent
Silva, asserts that offering Pre-AP
will be ineffective for giving students
a pivotal understanding of certain historical concepts dating prior to 1250.
“If you’re going to a school
that’s offering the AP Human Geography course, then naturally students

AP WORLD
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are going to take that over a Pre-AP,”
Silva remarks. “If you’re starting a
class with the Age of Exploration [in
1450,] you’re going to be missing out
on a lot of key information.”
Of course, AP World will not be
the only course altered by this sudden
shift in curriculum. Freshman social
studies courses, encompassing everything from world geography to world
government courses, too will reap the
effects of this shift, not to the contentment of the department.
Reflecting on the aforementioned
controversy over starting the course
in 1450, the College Board released
a statement expressing their intent to
include 200 prior years into the curriculum: “This change will ensure
teachers and students can begin the
course with a study of the civilizations
in Africa, the Americas, and Asia that
are foundational to the modern era,”
reads the statement, additionally reporting on the board’s intent to make
the class less dense and therefore eas-
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Regarding Emergency Plan for CHS

It is completely necessary that measures be taken due
to the recent school shooting statistics. When many students at Carmel High school participated in the walkout last
March, it felt like the administration was more concerned
with the students missing class than the actual reason why
kids decided to walkout in the first place. Many teens took
part in the walkout because they felt like they were not
safe at school and wanted to see change in our country. It
is wonderful that the school board is taking steps to ensure
our safety on campus. Whether one supports stricter gun
laws or is against them, U.S. citizens should come together
to find a middle ground or a solution to ensure that what
has been happening on school campuses ceases. Although
it is a very controversial topic, people must put aside their
political differences and fight for safety.
Maria Botha
Carmel
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Letters to the Editor
Diverse Opinions Needed

It’s wonderful to read everyone’s opinions
in the Sandpiper. However, it appears to me
that the ideas portrayed almost always take the
same sides. Less popular views on Evolution,
politics (i.e. Trump), abortion, and gun control
(to name a few) are never expressed in the paper. I, for one, have a rather unique opinion
on many topics, but don’t want to reveal them
for fear that I will be judged as close-minded
or stupid. It is critically important to hear both
sides of an issue to find the most accurate, unbiased truth. Since we can’t legally study other
opinions in school materials, the Sandpiper is
a great way to display all sides of an issue and
allow students to confidently express their own
diverse views.
Rachel Seuss
Carmel

Student Drivers: Pedestrians Beware!

At three o’clock the races begin. Students
bolt out of the CHS parking lots and down
Hatton Road. This poses a great threat to pedestrians, cyclists, and other cars on the road.
They loudly honk their horns and speed. In the
parking lots, students are careless, and it is becoming unsafe. While this is typical rowdy behavior for high school students, could it actually be dangerous? Should something be done?
I say yes. It is important for students to respect
the road and be conscious of those around
them, but this also brings up the bigger issue of
student drivers in general at CHS. We should
have a driver’s education program because for
a school that claims to be well-rounded in traditional and social education, we are extremely lacking in this essential life-skill.
Madison Hart
Carmel

Regarding Emergency Plan for
CHS
A recent statistic of school shootings
around the country has raised many eyebrows
and concerns about how schools should be
containing and protecting students in case of
a threat. After a bomb threat was targeted at
Carmel High School on Oct. 19 of last year,
students were evacuated from their classrooms
and lined up on an open field to take roll. Not
only is this very unnecessary for taking roll,
but it is also extremely dangerous. No students
should ever be lined up in a vulnerable open
field. Once the school received complaints,
they realized the danger of what they had
done. In response to this, the school has gotten
together to make reforms to the original evacuation plan in case of another shooter threat.
Their plan consisted of having all students remain in their classrooms and have the teachers
make the best judgement on what to do. I don’t
agree with this is idea, and I believe there are
other superior alternatives. In case of a situation where a shooter is present on campus,
I believe that the teachers should have some
sort of training or knowledge of how to defend
or lock down the classroom. In my opinion,
locking the doors and turning off the lights
just won’t do it. I believe that all classrooms
should contain some sort of bullet-proof glass
or military-grade doors that could provide the
maximum security. If these reforms are put
into place, CHS will be secure from any sort
of intruder or threat.
Cameron Porch
Carmel

Rallies Lack School Spirit

As I write this letter, I ho pe to draw attention to the rapidly diminishing amount of
school spirit and hype at our rallies. These
gatherings are meant to bring our school together and show our Carmel pride, yet most of
the students dread attending them. Leadership
puts a great amount of time, energy, and effort into running these rallies, but our students
need to bring their own hype and school spirit
to these assemblies.
Olivia Randazzo
Carmel

Equal Representation

Each and every day, I am thankful for all
of the opportunities presented to the students
of Carmel High. However, after a year on campus, I have noticed a difference in the representation of male sports versus female sports. On
the first day of the 2018 to 2019 school year,
the entire student body gathered in the gym to
celebrate the start of a year. We remembered
a beautiful life taken from the world far too
soon. We welcomed new teachers. We even
had a video to give us a glimpse of the sports
that are offered on campus. While watching this video, I noticed that not one female
sport was represented. All of the clips were of
our talented male athletes, but none of them
showed our female athletes. It was an extremely minor event in the way of gender inequality,
but it only presented one half of the hard work
and effort that goes into the sports that we have
at our school. We have some amazing athletes
and scholars and artists and thinkers. They all
deserve to be recognized.
Grace Craig
Carmel

About Don Perry

He is a man led byrighteous heart and a
joyful soul. His jokes could light up a room,
his wit could leave you speechless, but I believe what will be missed most about Don
Perry is his caring demeanor that has been felt
by the entire Carmel High School community.
Although his departure marks an end to an
era, we must remain grateful for all the love,
laughter, and life Don brought to our campus
over the years. As Babe Ruth said to Smalls in
The Sandlot, “Heroes get remembered but legends never die.” Don Perry was truly a legend.
Tyler Bianchi
Carmel

Regarding is CUSD really deserving of the ‘Ocean Guardian’ title?

The Carmel Unified School District is a
large component of the growing problem of
pollution. Hundreds of students attend these
schools every day, and with them comes all of
their trash. If everyone’s trash, recyclables, and
compost are all going into the landfill, then our
schools are contributing a detrimental amount
of waste. Since our waste is not being treated
properly, it is much more likely that it will end
up in either the ocean or in the stomach of an
animal. Additionally, it takes a large amount of
electricity to power all of CUSD. It is essential
that our district begins using renewable energy
and stops relying of fossil fuels. This could
potentially start a trend with other schools in
the area, dramatically decreasing our carbon
footprint.
Livia Morton
Carmel
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Revisions made to Carmel High’s course approval process

ership committee involvement created varied opinions
regarding the process.
“I don’t think it went well,” social studies departThe sequence for creating new courses at Carmel
High was changed this school year with the site leader- ment head Marc Stafford says. “It’s unclear what select
ship committee, a group of department heads, placed site leadership’s role is and how we’re supposed to cast
in an official position of influence and recommend- a vote, that’s the piece that’s missing.”
The main point of confusion revolved around what
ing course offerings of Advanced Automotives II, AP
Studio Art 3D and Video Production III for the 2019- specific issues the leadership committee was supposed
2020 school year. Yet staff members report that chang- to evaluate.
“What are we supposed to think about?” Stafford
es made weren’t communicated clearly and members
of the site leadership committee were confused about says. “Is this purely concept approval? We’re not the
money experts, we’re not the master calendar experts.
their exact role in the proceedings.
In the past, the site leadership committee served I think that was a big piece that was unclear and made
as unofficial advisers to CHS Principal Rick Lopez me uncomfortable with the process.”
Lopez recognized this problem and expresses his
and managed the district’s decision on new course proposals. With the newly instated process, however, the desire to clearly define the site leadership’s role as
committee now fills a much more active position in the solely concept approval in the future, reporting that he
process including recommending or denying a course has since discussed these issues with the site leadership
committee and that they will come to a better solution
proposal for advancement to the district level.
“You can’t take that many people and look at the together. The principal specifies that, moving forward,
nuts and bolts of what’s the potential staffing impact, business decisions will most likely be the sole responwhat’s the credentialing impact,” Lopez reflects. “Plus sibility of administration and the district, not the site
it can get a little awkward as we found this year. I think leadership committee.
Course approval by Lopez and the leadership comwe’re getting better at understanding the role of what
mittee also had a Sept. 20 deadline as part of the more
site leadership is in this process.”
This changing process and communication con- streamlined process. In order for a course to be implecerns regarding the exact details and goals of the lead- mented in the next school year, it needs to be approved
almost a full year in advance to give
the proposal time to travel all the way
through the chain. That process needs
to conclude before January in order
for students to select it from the course
catalogue for the following school year.
To be approved, a proposal must
pass through the site leadership committee and Lopez at the local level, before
being evaluated by Carmel Unified’s
chief academic officer Suzie DePrez
to be discussed in a cabinet of districtlevel administrators. Finally, the course
is brought to the school board for approval. The newly delineated process
isn’t a closed loop and rejected ideas
can be submitted again.
“It’s not one and done,” Lopez explains. “We have a couple of courses we
will continue to think about and consider down the road. If it’s a good idea, it
will circulate back into continuing congraphic by PETER ELLISON
versation.”
BY PETER ELLISON

Two courses recommended this year, Auto II and
Video Production III, are being implemented to help
students complete various Career Technical Education pathways. Completing a particular CTE pathway
requires two classes and 300 hours of in-class instruction, for which students receive college credit and CHS
receives additional funding from the state.
Also forwarded by site administration is AP Studio Art 3D, proposed by art teacher Steven Russell to
complete a trinity of AP art classes, joining pre-existing
AP Drawing and Studio Art 2D. Russell needed to go
through the additional step of submitting curriculum
and syllabi to the College Board for approval.
These course proposals aren’t official yet, however, and are still working their way through district-level
approvals.

AP World controversy
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ier on students.
“A similar cut was made previously to the AP
U.S. History curriculum,” reflects Stafford. “A lot
less focus is placed on Native American cultures in
the current curriculum. You might see at most one
question about those cultures on the exam for the
class.”
“The sharing of cultures … how ideas made
it across the Silk Road [one of the first major trade
routes in world history] are an important focus in
the curriculum,” Silva remarks. “It siphons everything down to a few select regions that are deemed
as being more important, and the rest end up being
left out.”
Reflecting on a personal experience in training
to teach the AP Government and Politics course,
Silva explains that a lack of resources has become
a consistent problem for the College Board.
“They told us about the changes, but the resources provided were very limited,” Silva says.
“I’d imagine we will get more of the same thing in
this case.”

DISTRICT

Parent petition lobbies CUSD for later school start time
BY DILAN PATEL

Following California Governor
Jerry Brown’s recent veto of Bill 328, a
bill that would require schools to push
start times to at least 8:30, a group of
CUSD parents have started a petition to
the school district that presents research
which supports their conclusion that students need more sleep in
order to perform well in
school and maintain their
mental health.
Brown explains that
the decision is up to communities, and the state
cannot force schools to change their start
times.
Holly Temple, a mother of two students at Carmel Middle School and one
of the parents to start the petition, believes this change is long overdue and
wants to spread the word.
Temple says a solution to this would
be changing the school starting time to
8:30 or later.
Since the start of the petition on
Change.org four weeks ago, over 400

people in the school district have signed
it. The petition cites research coming
from numerous sources, such as the
American Academy of Pediatrics and
the American Medical Association.
“While implementing a delayed
school start time can be an emotional
and potentially stressful issue for school
districts, families and members of the

been aware of the overwhelming science
behind the early start time.”
Along with Victoria Miller, Molly
Hirschfield, Robin Mayer, Amy Williams Melton, Julie Walton and Nicole
LeMaster, Temple started the petition
after seeing how her own children and
others were doing. They hope to see how
the community reacts to the idea.

community, the health benefits for adolescents far outweigh any potential negative consequences,” states the American
Medical Association board member William E. Kobler, M.D., on the American
Medical Association website.
Temple has first-hand experience
when it comes to the struggles of waking up in the morning.
“We have children struggling to get
up and then struggling to get their homework done,” Temple says. “We have all

“I wanted to start a petition to gauge
the level of support in the community,”
Temple says. “I would love to get a thousand signatures.”
Based on the amount of support the
petition gains, Temple has plans to present it to the newly elected school board
on Nov. 14. This would allow the issue
to be put on the agenda and get a response from the board.
“The extra 45 minutes makes a huge
difference in everybody’s ability to per-

form,” CHS parent Boryana Griffin says.
For example, students who live in
Big Sur or Cachagua would no longer
have to wake up as early as four or five
in the morning to get to school. Instead,
they would be able to wake up at six and
still be able to get to school on time.
The school start time debate reaches
further than Carmel High. One psychotherapist and licensed
clinical social worker,
Amy Morin, explains that
there are still some cons
of a later school start time.
On Verywell Family, she
writes that changing the
start time has effects on after-school
sports. If school is pushed back an hour
later, it means that after-school activities
start later and students could get home
later in the evening.
In the past in CUSD, there has not
been a distinct plan in order to make a
change in start time, so Temple hopes
that through the petition and the support
of the parents and the community, the
start time will change to 8:30 or later.
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Campus supervisor Katie Alvarez acclimates to CHS job

BY GRACE DEAN

Following Don Perry’s recent retirement, Katie
Alvarez joined Tammy Hardisty and Josh Leigh as a
Carmel High campus supervisor on Oct. 15, taking the
9:45 a.m. to 5:45 p.m. shift while pursuing a degree in
criminology.
As a campus supervisor, Alvarez’s primary duty is
to keep order on campus, from checking bathrooms for
vandalism to checking passes to ensuring students are
where they’re meant to be. On an average day, Alvarez
can be found on the golf cart patrolling campus when
she’s not at study hall after school.
“She’s really into the routine that has to be done,”
veteran supervisor Leigh says. “She’s on top of everything. She listens really well.”
Alvarez, who enjoys hiking, jogging, biking,
cooking, and reading among her other hobbies, says
she loves to spend time with her family and friends
over the weekends.
While the fitness-lover grew up in Virginia and
her father’s side of her family still resides there, her
mother’s side of the family has been in California since
the early 1980s, which was the primary reason for her
relocation.
Alvarez expects to remain in California for a
while: she’s currently pursuing a bachelor’s degree online in criminology. After a bachelor’s degree, Alvarez
plans to go to school for a master’s. With these two
degrees, she wants to work one-on-one with inmates in
California prisons.
“I’m very interested in the criminal justice field,”
she says. “I’ve always been fascinated by it.”
To connect the experience she will get working at
CHS to her future work at prisons, the criminology enthusiast plans on working at a juvenile detention center
with kids from 12 to 18. Alvarez hopes that working at
CHS will help her get an idea of how it is to work with

photo by GRACE DEAN

Campus supervisor Katie Alvarez started patrolling the school in October.
people in this age range.
After she was born and raised in Alexandria, Virginia, Alvarez began her work in education at Key Middle School in Springfield, Virginia, where she worked
for two years. At the school, she was a teacher’s aide in
special education for about 10 kids with various mental
disabilities.
“I loved the kids,” Alvarez says. “Some were
nonverbal, some in wheelchairs, some with autism or
Down syndrome, you name it.”
Though there is quite a difference in her responsibilities as a campus supervisor from her previous

work as a special education teacher’s assistant, Alvarez
is acclimating well to the Carmel environment. At her
previous school, there was no need for a campus supervisor, she explains. Instead, there was a cop.
“It’s really different—the weather, everything is
different, especially the campus,” Alvarez says. “But
it’s going good. I’m getting there.”
Alvarez looks forward to forming relationships
with staff and students in her work and plans to take it
slow as she and students adapt to her presence at CHS.

COMMUNITY

Nonprofit organization empowers youth to serve community

BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL
Traipsing through the brush and
along trails last spring, the Cachagua
Clean Up Crew, consisting of a number
of Carmel Valley resident students, picks

ated by Arthur, Brian Bajari, and John
Guido in spring 2018, Spero Challenge
is a nonprofit organization that facilitates
student-led community service projects
on the Monterey Peninsula.
“The goal of Spero Challenge is to

up trash in areas of neighborhoods they
identified to be most polluted.
Accompanied by their mentors,
CUSD board elect Tess Arthur and Carmel Valley High School teacher Brenda Buran, the project is one that was
pitched by students to Spero Challenge,
a program first put into action at Valley
High last school year and has expanded
its reach since the Cachagua Clean Up
Crew first trucked two full loads of trash
out of Cachagua.
Working with schools all over the
Peninsula, Spero provides funding for
students with community service ideas
and goals, pairing them with mentors
and helping them get volunteers. Cre-

better our community by empowering
students to identify community challenges, propose unique solutions, create
a business plan, gather resources and
launch this targeted program,” says CEO
Bajari, a CHS parent, philanthropist and
active member in the Carmel community,
who has spent time doing nonprofit work
in East Africa and was inspired by the
young people in communities he worked
in, specifically how dedicated they were
to community service and how longlasting the change was. “We live in an
entirely different context…and I believe
that when students have the inspiration
to think outside of the conventional box

of community service they will come up
with remarkable solutions.”
When Bajari reconnected with high
school friend Guido, they began brainstorming ways to effect change in the
Monterey Bay area through student-led
service. Arthur, who was elected last
week for the CUSD school board,
also got involved and became a member of the team that founded Spero
Challenge.
Spero sets up workshops at
schools for students who are particularly interested in community service.
Once they attend, students can submit
project applications to Spero, which
evaluates the projected budget and
allocates funds accordingly. Students
then launch their service projects, taking charge of their program and carrying the responsibility of turning their
ideas into actions.
“The idea is that if you empower
kids to identify and address issues in
their community, it’s going to be a lot
more effective than just asking them to
volunteer,” says CHS senior and Spero
intern Annalise Krueger.
Spero Challenge already has several
projects running across the Monterey
Peninsula, including a number of projects in the works at CHS. Senior Zeh
Szestowicki is working with a small
group of students to start a bi-monthly
mental health check pop-up with the
help of Spero. Szestowicki hopes to get a
licensed therapist to oversee the project
and employ the help of Cal State Monterey Bay students who are studying
psychology. She and her team hope to

start the pop-up at CHS and then move it
to Monterey using public spaces so that
people who would otherwise not have
access to mental health resources are
able to attend the events.
Zeh’s project is only one of a number getting started at CHS: seniors Olive
De Luca and Aaron Georis are doing a
project that collects donations of musical
instruments to give to schools without
music programs; seniors Lexie Sakoda
and Ishika Patel are starting a project
called Mentor Up, which sends students
into local elderly facilities to provide
companionship to a demographic of people sometimes lacking social interaction
and exposure to youth.
“Our immediate goal is 100 studentled projects for 2019, and we’re only accepting 100 projects total for all of Monterey County,” says Bajari of the future
goals for Spero Challenge.
As Spero Challenge expands, the
community will feel the ripple effect of
the student-led programs. Already, students understand the gravity of the opportunities Spero provides. As Szestowicki says, “[Spero] just really made
positive change more tangible for me
and a lot of other students.”
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Class of 2019 sets precedent in early college application process
BY ALICIA KRUEGER

After weeks of late nights and hard work, Nov. 1
hit and approximately 50 Carmel High School seniors
submitted their early action and early decision applications to various colleges and universities.
Though this has been the norm in years past, the
Class of 2019 is different.
“These seniors are [applying early] for the right
reasons,” CHS college and career counselor Darren
Johnston says. “They’re applying early because they
have narrowed their list of schools, they know the
schools that they’re applying early to are in their top
choices, and they want to have that school locked in.
They are being more intentional and strategic with their
applications.”
Taking the opportunity to apply as early as possible, senior Jake Rodhouse is applying to Emerson College and Northeastern University early because they
both top his list.
“I want to study music production or music technology,” Rodhouse says. “I want to be able to compare
my options once I receive answers from schools.”
Rodhouse also expressed the importance of financial aid and location of schools for him, which contribute to why he made the decision to apply early, unlike
many CHS students of the past.
Historically, CHS students have applied early
to a number of prestigious schools, including the Ivy
Leagues and Stanford, because of their name recognition and high rankings, Johnston says. Because these
universities are often reach schools for students, it
leads to lower acceptance rates. Johnston reports that
less than 10 percent of applicants gain acceptance to
their reach schools, almost making applying early action a waste of time.
“The class of 2018 tended to stretch beyond their
means by applying to more lottery or reach schools
than I would recommend as their counselor,” Johnston
explains. “But the percentage of individuals applying
to more reach schools did not go up between the Class
of 2015 to 2018—it has been a consistent number.”
Gaining the impression that the Class of 2018 did
not do well in terms of acceptance rates and seeing
the class before his overestimate themselves and fail
to be realistic, senior Jack Cordell found motivation to
push himself in order to increase his acceptance chances
In the previous three years, about 10 percent of
students were applying early compared to 25 percent of
the graduating class this year, according to CHS counselors.
“Certain stories from students affected me,”

Technology addiction
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manually or visit various pages.
Raskin explains that the infinite
scroll allows the reader to continue
through the app without giving their
brain sufficient time to catch up with
their impulses, according to an interview
with BBC. The technology engineer also
remarks that he feels guilty for creating
the algorithm, since his intention was
not to addict the users. He gives reasoning to those furthering these addictive
algorithms, saying that many designers
get caught up in creating these features
for the companies that employ them.
“In order to get the next round of
funding, in order to get your stock price
up, the amount of time that people spend
on your app has to go up,” Raskin says.
This feeling of remorse is paralleled with former Google design ethicist
Tristan Harris, who left the company
in 2015 to further pursue spreading the
awareness of online addiction, according
to Wired.
After leaving Google, Harris cofounded Time Well Spent, a nonprofit

Cordell says. “Those definitely motivated me to push in
order to exceed the average rankings for each school’s
ACT range.”
The CHS College and Career Center noticed the
trend as well. A strategic, intentional plan was made by
college and career counselors and support in order to
reduce the number of students applying to schools only
because of prestige and ego. The program decided to
shift the focus onto schools that are the right fit and remove the culture that the only option is to go to schools
that have a reputation for being the “best.”
Since the 2017-18 school year, he College and Career Center has hosted workshops encouraging students
to apply to fewer schools, stressing applying to only
the ones that they could back up as to why they would
fit there, ultimately hoping that students would be able
to create a more competitive application by being passionate about the school and allowing themselves more
time on each application.
“I only completed one early action application
for Brigham Young University,” senior Soana Laulotu
says. “I’m focusing on this one school because of how
much I really want to commit to attending. BYU is my
dream, and I am willing to take the risk of only applying there.”
By only applying to one school early, Laulotu is
allowing herself more time for perfecting her application and, in Johnston’s eyes, increasing her chances of

organization dedicated to
reversing the effects of the
social media and smartphone addiction caused by
big technology companies. On their official website, the organization points out
that social media apps are not neutral in
their design, with features such as Snapchat “streaks” where the app counts the
consecutive days in contact with another
user or YouTube auto-playing the next
video within seconds of finishing the
first.
With the latest iOS 12.0.1 update
to Apple products, a feature was added
to monitor time spent on different applications. Users can set how much time
they want to spend on each app in a day
and have the app close when they’ve
exceeded that limit. When this happens,
the app’s logo appears darker, and the
user must press the “ignore limit” option
when they enter the application.
With social media’s manipulative
techniques and features, it is likely for
students to develop some sort of addiction. In contrast, students without social
media, such as Carmel High sophomore
Carissa Mendoza, often don’t find their
technology to be as distracting.

acceptance.
“That was a big shift in how we prepared juniors
and it seems to be paying off,” the counselor explains. “This class is the most organized and definitely
amongst my most intrinsically motivated group of seniors. [They place the] responsibility on themselves….
They are the most reliable, diligent and efficient group
of seniors I have ever seen.”
Not only has CHS seen an increase in applicants,
those applicants have shown an increase in motivation,
drive and skill.
“I am very motivated and have worked really hard
because I want to go somewhere great,” senior Stella
Robertson says. “I’ve always been taught how important academics and education is, which pushes me to
do my best. I like learning and want to continue doing
it at high levels.”
Robertson is applying to numerous academically
challenging schools, Stanford being her first choice.
She has worked hard in order to achieve acceptance to
her top school, applying early to know whether she will
have to apply to any others.
“This year’s seniors are the most prepared I have
ever seen,” Johnston explains, “which is partly why 50
of them are choosing to apply early, as they feel like
they can still submit their most competitive application
despite not having that much time to put it together.”

“I got my phone for my sixteenth
birthday because my parents didn’t want
me to get addicted and didn’t think I
needed it when I was younger,” Mendoza tells.
To combat poor online habits, Tularcitos Elementary School Principal Ryan
Peterson says that he tries to stress the
importance of parents monitoring children’s time spent online from a young
age. At school, Tularcitos students start
using technology as young as kindergarten in their regular classes for roughly 30
minutes every day and occasional free
time for computer games.
“In third grade, students get their
own Chromebooks,” Peterson explains.
“That is the grade where students get
into writing and keyboarding more.”
Twice a year, Tularcitos holds a
“no-screens” week, where Peterson
sends out informational emails regarding the effects of long-term internet use
on the young brain to the kindergarten
through fifth-grade parents, as well challenges students to spend a week without
their technology. This event doesn’t restrict the time students spend in class on
their online lesson, which increases once
students reach third grade.

“I think a gradual release of responsibility to students to use social media is
needed,” Peterson adds. “I worry when
social media becomes something close
to an addiction.”
Despite being the ones to design and
produce the world’s technology, many
engineers such as Bill Gates, Tim Cook
and Steve Jobs have raised their children
in “tech-free” environments, paralleling
points made by Peterson. Gates didn’t
allow his children to get cell phones until the age of 14, four years later than the
national average, according to Business
Insider. Similarly, Jobs kept his iPad out
of his daughter’s hands.
Many parents in the Silicon Valley
have opted for their children to be enrolled in Waldorf Schools, considerably
lower tech than most other schools, either public and private. In these schools,
students learn with pencils and chalkboards about social skills and creativity.
With various strategies and apps
to combat technology addiction, it is
ultimately up to the users themselves
or their parents to deal with the consequences that come along with every new
gadget and tablet.

FASHION

Students choose unique personal styles over blending in with peers
BY TAYLOR DESMOND
Plaid pants, platform shoes and pink hair result from
the influence of ‘80s pop culture icons and the desire of
many CHS students to stray from the on-campus quasiuniform of Lululemon leggings and Northface jackets.
With a rosy head of hair weaving through masses of
brunettes and blondes, senior Meredith Bond’s colored
tresses have made her stand out since her freshman year.
Her street style is both colorful and contemporary, finding
inspiration from thrift stores. Commonly seen at the Goodwill in Monterey after school, Bond finds outfits that not
only stand out for her personally, but for what trends she
can create to make other students follow her lead.
“I see a lot of famous people on Instagram wear the
same type of clothing available to everyone now through
retail stores,” Bond says. “You’ve just got to find out what

“My influence is a weird combination of
japanese street fashion and iconic 80’s
fashion.” -Meredith Bond

fits your personality.”
Teal eyeshadow pressed onto focused eyes wandering
over paint-smudged fingers, junior Itzel Rios-Ellis sits in
front of a pair of Nike Air shoes littered with roses and
sunflowers.
“ITZO,” the name Rios-Ellis goes by when she brands
her artwork, can commonly be found walking into class
with a pair of Vans overwhelmed by paintings of influential figures, while a sheet of inked paper is tucked under the
arm of her ‘80s-esque windbreaker.
Fellow junior Katie Short displays her work through
social media, featuring videos of skating in Santa Cruz in
her vibrant yellow shoes and cargo pants or working late
nights while embroidering flames onto a pair of mom jeans.
Both Rios-Ellis and Short make a profit from their
work, earning anywhere from $20 to $60 for customizations, inspiring other kids across campus to purchase stu-

“YG and ASAP Rockey have definitely influenced me the most, and I always want
to keep the crowd guessing whats going
to be next.” -Drew Aber

dent-made wares like patched pants or painted sneakers.
As for trends themselves, students at CHS can often be
seen wearing denim, floral patterns or pastel-tinted wardrobe. Sporting contrasting colored stripes and oversized
mom jeans, students find inspiration from mainstream
clothing stores such as Urban Outfitters or acquire clothing
through a popular online thrift store, Depop.
Junior Drew Aber commonly models for former CHS
students and their photography accounts on Instagram, using fashion as a contrast to his everyday life.
The number of students breaking the boundaries of
fashion has increased rapidly in the last couple of years,
with students choosing to shop at thrift stores over commercial brands. With popular culture icons sporting homages to the ‘80s and ‘90s, street style is beginning to reach
the younger generations, exemplified well at CHS.

“ITZO,” junior Itzel Rios-Ellis’ brand
name, sports unique floral patterns and
vibrant colors.

PREP SPORTS

Scholarships not a hole in one for female golfers
writer for Golf Magazine, Alan Shipnuck agrees that this is the best method
for female golfers to get these athletic
scholarships. He explains that for the

might be the stigma surrounding the fact
that golf is a sport for older country-club
men, whereas Kroeker explains that it’s
just a sport people generally pick up lat-

highly.
“There are two types of scholarships
Similar to athletes on large sports
available for golfers: academic scholarteams such as football or basketball,
ships provided by golf organizations
getting scholarships for female
and athletic scholarships provided
golfers at Carmel High has never
by universities with golf teams,”
been an easy task, yet there remain
Kroeker says.
unclaimed athletic scholarships
The Carmel High golfers defiwhich can be captured if certain
nitely put their time in. According
paths are followed.
to Golf Week, an 18-hole game
One of the nine girls on the
of golf takes four hours to play
2018 Carmel High girls’ golf
through, something that holds true
team, senior Lauren Hickam refor CHS competitions. On Oct.
ceived an athletic scholarship for
30, the Central Coast Section golf
California State University San
competition occurred at the LaguMarcos this year. Prior to this,
na Seca Course and took the entire
CHS only had three other girls be
school day.
offered a college scholarship for
Carmel students have access
golf: Kaley Kinoshita (2015), Emto the opportunities that come with
ily Tenneson (2017) and Christine
living so close to Pebble Beach.
Walker (2014), who had to play
Last year, six different students
on the high school boys’ team and
received scholarships from the
ended up securing a scholarship to
AT&T Pebble Beach Junior Golf
the Naval Academy.
Association, including Carmel
Hickam is planning on taking
High’s West Whittaker and Zach
photo by VERN FISHER
the athletic scholarship and attendHays, but only one of the students
ing CSU San Marcos, with whom
was female.
she will be signing within the next Senior Lauren Hickam plays at the CCS golf competition at the Laguna Seca course.
Along with the AT&T Junior
week, and current junior Brenna
Golf Organization, other founOzel could also be capable of receiving majority of golfers receiving the athletic er in life because it takes so much work dations such as Youth on Course, the
one of these scholarships next year, ac- scholarships it depends on outlying fac- to get good at it.
First Tee of Monterey County and Quail
cording to golf coach Ross Kroeker.
tors, and it means that playing in high
“If you want to play in college you Lodge Men’s Golf Association also doBy disassociating herself from Car- school matches just isn’t enough.
must have a passion for the game that al- nate money to students wanting to play
mel High and competing as a single
“It’s a tough situation because lows you to commit many hours of time golf in college.
player in the Junior Tour of Northern it’s hard to get recruited playing high to practice and play!” Kroeker says. “In
According to Shipnuck, Kroeker
California competitions, the soon-to-be school matches,” Shipnuck explains. college, players should expect to spend and Hickam, if female athletes are lookCSUSM freshman says that she followed “The coaches tend to gather in the sum- about 30 hours per week playing golf ing to gain a scholarship for golf there are
the pattern other golf athletes were tak- mertime at the United States Golf Asso- on top of your school work. Golfers a few things they should keep in mind.
ing to get their scholarships.
ciation. They run the U.S. Open and big that have played on a high school team They need to branch out and away from
“It’s a whole process to get recruited professional tournaments but also the understand the commitment that is re- just the high school team, they should be
for a school,” Hickam says. “I emailed most prestigious girls’ junior matches, quired.”
dedicated to spending time to get better
a bunch of different schools to see if I which are really important events for
The scholarships typically been and perform on other golf courses, and
could get in and [CSUSM] got back to young golfers to get noticed.”
claimed by high school golfers have they should talk to their coaches about
me so I went down to them to visit, and
Golf is also one of the rarest sports been academic scholarships, which are which combinations of possible recruitI really loved the campus and coaches.” at Carmel High, for both men and wom- more competitive because GPA and ing colleges and scholarship organizaA reporter for Sports Illustrated and en. Shipnuck suggests that for women it community service are considered more tions would work best for them.
BY TAYLOR DESMOND

RODEO

Ropin’ staff member takes the bull...er, calf...by the horns

art expo

Sophomore Vivian Ballard talks to her peers about her experience beginning AP
art as a sophomore.

BY TAYLOR DESMOND

Senior Dagmar Giachetti and junior Jaia Linden draw on the Art Expo doodle wall.

photos by ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

Senior Zeh Szestowicki explains
her artistic process to a group of
Senior Dagmar Giachetti and junior Jaia
art students from various schools.
Linden draw on the Art Expo doodle wall.

Students gathered in the CHS theater where art students presented their work and
talked briefly about their process and inspiration.

of roping a sawhorse every night and
putting in hours therapeutically bareback
riding her all-around category horse,

and he competes with her every time.
The group of people she competes with
have come and gone, but the solid ma-

lock. A lot more happens in the Central
As a 1-year-old girl, Carmel High
Valley [where I go] in order to be comSchool’s assistant principal secretary
petitive and keep up with all the young
Lisa Jones was riding horses, and as
guns as old people.” Jones laughs. “We
a 4-year-old, she was brought into her
tend to go over there. My dad and I travel
family history of calf roping and coma lot together. He’s still actively involved
peting in junior competitions.
with everything that I do.”
For 10 years, Jones focused on beJones is a header in these competiing a mother to her children and raistions, riding out before the calf gets to
ing them. But after the passing of her
her and roping around its neck so that a
husband and an eventual return to ropheeler can rope around its hind legs. In
ing, Jones recently took a vacation from
the middle of October she went to anothCHS from Oct. 23 to 27 and traveled to
er rodeo to compete because it’s not just
Reno to compete in the national finals
an average hobby or afterschool activfor posse roping, one of her first comity that Jones does, but a way of life and
petitions since rediscovering the hobby.
something she has gotten good at after
On Oct. 26, 2016, Jones’ husband
doing it for over 30 years.
Terry died after being sick with leuke“Last year I won a saddle, three
mia since June of that year. The five
buckles and my spot in Las Vegas in Demonths of chemotherapy and struggling
cember, where I go for a roping competo cope with her husband having blood
tition,” Jones says. “Just like any sport
cancer put Jones into a slump, but with
when it gets competitive and things
help from her father, Jones was able to
don’t go your way, you get upset.”
fixate on her roping passion.
Lisa Jones is excited about getting
courtesy of LISA JONES
Team roping is a rodeo sport conback
into the sport she’s loved for her
courtesy of LISA JONES
Jones
at
the
Posse
Grounds
in
Salinas
in
the
2017
ACTRA
state
finals.
sisting of riders and a calf, wherein the
entire life, soon to participate in national
header ropes around the calf’s neck to
competitions with her iconic smile on
control the animal and the heeler throws Boss, Lisa Jones reunited with her ro- jority has been there to watch each other her features and noticeable talent that
a rope around the hind legs of the calf. deo family with a show-stopping smile grow over time and get heavily involved ties into how much she practices and
Jones’ family has always lived on a and bubbly personality. She has actually with the event.
works to keep up with everyone who
ranch in Prunedale—her dad currently trainedBoss since he was 2 years old,
didn’t miss the last 10 years.
“I have traveled all the way to Tur
owns eight acres. Putting in 45 minutes
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CROSS COUNTRY

Lang outpaces Gabilan division at league championships

it in Toro was a breeze.”
The Pacific Coast Athletic League is comprised
Cross country runner Colleen Lang, who assumes
of teams from 30 different schools in Monterey, Santa
an unspoken mother-role on the team and provides supCruz, Santa Clara and San Benito counties, separated
port to her team members, took first place in one of the
into divisions based on the strength of the teams; Carmost important races of her career, clocking in at 19:45
mel’s division, the Gabilan Division, is the highest diin three miles and winning the Gabilan
vision of the PCAL.
Division of the Pacific Coast Athletic
CHS junior and cross country
League Championship on Oct. 27 at Toro
runner Sienna Anderson is cogniPark.
zant of Lang’s overarching influence
Lang joined the cross country team
on the running scene at CHS, noting
as a freshman and has consistently honed
how Lang organizes group runs not
her skills and progressed as a runner. Now
at all affiliated with the team over
a senior, her leadership role in the team is
school breaks just for the sake of runobvious, as is her dedication to the team
ning with friends.
and the sport.
“During breaks...she’ll get a
“She’s a professional,” cross country
group of runners and plan a really fun
coach Tom Clifford says. “She’s awerun with us,” Anderson says. “Over
some. She works really hard. She’s really
fall break she got a group of girls,
passionate about it.”
and we went up to Santa Cruz to do a
Her coach says Lang stands out in the
run together.”
team as an exceptional runner and team
Lang mentions that the love she
member, and one of the moments that ilhas for her team has helped foster her
luminated this for him was her race last
passion and devotion to running, and
year at the Mission Trail Athletic League
being part of the cross country team
Championship. She was beaten by anhas been the best part of high school
other member of the Carmel team, current
for her.
sophomore Rachel Seuss, and showed
“It feels more like a family begreat sportsmanship in how she celebratcause you have the silly freshmen,
ed Seuss’ win instead of lamenting her
the girls and the guys…[and] there’s
own loss.
so much love,” Lang says. “My first
“Colleen handled that loss with such
year is what motivated me to keep it
grace,” Clifford says. “She was excepphoto by TOM CLIFFORD up, and it was cool because I could
tionally happy for Rachel, and she was
become more and more a part of it
just a consummate teammate. There was In a race earlier this year, CHS senior Colleen Lang running at Toro Park.
and give back a little bit. I love my
a degree of personal disappointment, but,
team, and I’m going to miss it terman, she never showed that at all.”
ribly.”
BY JORDI FAXON

Outstandingly enough, 19:45 wasn’t even the fastest time Lang’s run on the Toro track—a week before at
a practice meet, she ran the course at 19:29, 16 seconds
faster.
“That race felt amazing,” Lang says. “[It] had been
four days after I ran this crazy hill workout, so running
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ECONOMY

Black Friday: Retail’s most
horrifying day looms again
BY MILES PREKOSKI
Let’s be
honest. When
November
rolls in and
spooky season wraps up,
it
becomes
time for everyone to put on their
“Christmas cheer” faces. Gifts are
bought, market sales increase, and
Americans flock to wherever they
can buy loved ones holiday gifts.
However, this holiday cheer isn’t
always positive, as November, with
the many festivities and pumpkin
pies that it brings, also possesses
one of retail’s most terrifying days:
Black Friday.
Black Friday is when American consumers flock to their closest retail stores for the “best” deals
of the year. Scenes of Best Buy,
Target, Walmart and other industry titans are settings of chaos and
disgust, lately before Black Friday
even begins.
But let’s put aside, for hypothetical purposes, the tents you’ll
pitch outside of Best Buy on
Thanksgiving night. Let’s forget
about the one in three Americans
that will shop on the 22nd of the
month. Let’s forget that it takes 25
percent of Americans three months
to pay off holiday debts, according to a 2016 survey by TD Bank.
Is it really worth it to leave home
on Thanksgiving to wait in sixhour lines so you can get your TV
for 100 smackaroos? Are American consumers really getting the
bang for their buck they think that
they’re receiving?
The answer to both questions
is simple: no.
Black Friday nowadays can be
seen as one of the largest examples

of consumerism in the world, a capitalist Mardi Gras that now extends
for days in which Americans are
encouraged to believe in the-morethe-merrier mindset. According to
new research from the Consumer
Electronics Association, that’s a
big deal! Businesses overstock the
shelves with items that will last until April, sell them by the masses on
a set day and continue to drop the
price on the respective item until
the next year. Your $100 flat-screen
may go for less in March of the
next year.
Not only this, but consumers
are taught that there are essential
products on the market. Shirts,
perfumes, phones and the like are
advertised as essential products
for everyone, leaving us wondering whether an impulsive purchase
is really going to provide a change
in our lives. Just a heads up, your
essential products really aren’t essential. According to analysis by
NerdWallet, even 93 percent of the
companies that sell these essential
items reuse their ads every single
year.
My point here is simple: Participating in Black Friday, the capitalist consumer holiday, is ignorant,
unnecessary and, quite simply, stupid. In fact, Black Friday is used by
retail companies to gain the most
unneeded profit possible. The 11
billion dollars made per year, according to analysis from Market
Watch, on one particular day may
not be spent so well. American consumerism has gotten out of hand, to
the point where we’re willing to
leave our household’s Thanksgiving dinner for a good deal. Black
Friday is the antithesis of Thanksgiving, and participating in it is
akin to pissing on the best elements
of human nature.
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POLITICS

Lacking perspective, #HimToo is a
misleading movement
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

Since October, viral #HimToo has become
the
counter-tag
to #MeToo, the
2017 movement
in which women
across the world took to social media
to share their experiences of sexual harassment. #HimToo became popular
during the trial of Justice Kavanaugh
to represent all of the men falsely accused of sexual assault or harassment,
but while the issue of false accusations
is one that cannot be minimized or invalidated, to what extent does this issue
pervade our culture and can the numbers really compare to those of women
facing assault every day?
An appropriation of the wellknown hashtag combating sexual harassment in the workplace, the #HimToo movement became popular during
Kavanaugh’s controversial trial and is
used frequently by mothers of sons, advocating for more recognition of false
sexual assault claims and dramatically
suggesting that men document their
every move in preparation for a false
accusation. This is a sentiment similar
to President Trump’s claim that this is
a “very scary time for young men in
America.”
The issue of false accusations of
sexual assault is serious and must be
addressed in the conversation about
sexual assault in our culture. False
claims and allegations have severe consequences on both sides of the issue,
and there have been a few well-known
cases that gained attention and are frequently pointed to as examples of terrible miscarriages of justice against men.
One such case was the 2006 investigation into three Duke lacrosse players accused of rape—they were later
found to be innocent and the woman
who accused them was found to have
lied. Another famous case was the
2014 University of Virginia case when
a female student reported that she was
gang-raped at a fraternity. The article
ran in Rolling Stone before the investigation found that her claims were false

and in 2015 the magazine retracted the
article entirely.
False accusations such as these
are serious for both the accused and for
sexual assault survivors everywhere,
for these false claims invalidate every
other legitimate report made, creating
great skepticism about the validity of
women’s claims and casting doubt on
every report a woman makes. These
false accusations are detrimental to every imaginable cause, be it feminist or
other.
However, these claims are also
not as common as users of #HimToo
would have you believe. According to
the National Sexual Violence Research
Center, between two and ten percent of
sexual assault allegations are false. This
number also does not take into account
the fact that many accusations are simply never proven due to lack of substantial evidence and are labeled as false,
though a crime may well have occurred.
#HimToo puts the victimization of
men on the same level as the victimization of women, and this is simply not
the case. According to the NSVRC, one
in three women will experience contact
sexual harassment in her lifetime and
one in five will be raped. This number
can hardly compare with the tiny percentage of men who will be falsely accused of sexual assault in their life.
It must also be noted that according
to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, only
about 35 percent of all sexual assaults
are ever even reported to the police,
making the gap between the numbers
of sexual assaults versus the number
of false accusations against men even
greater.
False harassment claims are not
something to be taken lightly, and it is
critically important that both men and
women remember that. However, it is
also critical to remember how rare these
cases really are, especially compared
to the high statistics on sexual assault
against women. #HimToo is misleading because it does not recognize this
drastic gap, making false sexual assault
claims seem just as prevalent and widespread as sexual assault, which is not
the case.
Though the message behind #HimToo is a valid one, it is vital that statistics are kept in mind, statistics that support the fact that it really isn’t that scary
a time for men in America. Rates of
false sexual assault allegations are still
comparably extremely low, and simply
because women’s stories of assault are
gaining more media attention does not
mean that honest, innocent, non-sexually-harassing men are any more threatened than they have ever been.
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CUISINE

Ambiance, atmosphere and authenticity--Carmel’s Villa Sombreros has it all

the ambiance of any restaurant, is also the perfect vol- dard selection of main courses typical of Mexican fare,
ume—not too loud but definitely audible.
even the most predictable of choices shines amid the
The Villa’s appetizers, including a ceviche—likely cut-and-dry nutriment of your average Carmel cuisine.
As the new kid on the block—or the new restaurant on Ocean Avenue—Villa Sombreros may have big the best thing offered on the menu, for those wonderUpon hearing the albeit short selection of desshoes to fill as the replacement for Artemis Turkish ing—are enough to write home about, but staying per- serts offered at the Villa, it becomes clear that no other
Kitchen; however, with vibrant colors, characteristic sistent throughout our three-course meal, the
decor and a menu unlike any other in downtown Carm- $9 fusion of jalapenos, onions and shrimp
el, the Mexican restaurant stands out from its neighbors wasn’t all we have time for on a Thursday
on aesthetic alone.
night.
After complimentary chips and salsa (a
Colorful lights, decorative bottles and cactuses
in pretty, patterned pots on each table give Villa Som- good sign right off the bat) and deliciously
breros a festive and inviting milieu, and the extremely spicy ceviche, beer-battered fish and $12
attentive staff of hosts and waiters add to the homey shrimp tacos are perfect main courses. Reacharm of the place. The music, an important factor in sonably portioned and accompanied by Spanish rice and beans, the fish tacos satisfy the craving for the
Mexican staple, complete with
shredded cabbage, a spicy
cream sauce and guacamole.
Taking up about a third of the
plate, the soft-shell tacos are so
heaping with fish and veggies
that it takes a moment of contemplation to figure out how to
actually eat them, requiring a
sort of head-tilt taco-modification to actually get a bite. This
is all worth it, though, mess
and all.
photo by ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL
While the Villa’s menu is
not exceptionally long, what it The Villa’s burrito mojado, priced at $16.50, is rich in flavor and
may lack in variety is made up traditional ingredients, served with Spanish rice and beans.
for in the individual quality of
its dishes. Offered with a selection of either beef or chicken,
both varieties of the staple burrito are choice would be adequate next to the golden, decadent
all you can ask for in a tortilla-wrapped flan served alongside a dollop of whipped cream, and,
mound of
to add just the right amount of extravagance to the prebeans, cheese and various vegetables, sentation, a charmingly positioned halved strawberry.
with freshly made rice and beans on the
Villa Sombreros is open Monday through Sunday
photo by KYLIE YEATMAN
side acting as the main course’s hype from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., staying open until 11 p.m. on
men, though not without their own ap- Fridays and Saturdays. Stop by any day of the week if
Ceviche, a dish in this case served with shrimp, peppers, cilantro
peal.
you’re in the mood for authentic Mexican and a lovely
and citrus juices, is offered as an appetizer at the restaurant.
Though offering a somewhat stan- atmosphere.
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL & KYLIE YEATMAN

THEATER

‘Diary of Anne Frank’ takes the stage as CHS
explores classic World War II source material
BY GRACE DEAN
After her own experience with the production at her
high school, CHS drama teacher Gracie Poletti brings
“Diary of Anne Frank,” featuring Hayley Armstrong as
Anne Frank, to the CHS black
box theater starting Dec. 7.
“Portraying a character
such as Anne is an honor,” says
Armstrong of her role in the
production. “Being a part of a
true drama has already made
me feel more connected to my
cast due to the intensive emotional work necessary for the
show.”
In 1995, material omitted in the publication’s original version regarding Anne’s
burgeoning sexuality and confrontations with her mother
was released in a new version
of the diary. Because of this
expanded material, an updated
version of the play was also released, though Poletti chose to
use the original version for the
CHS production.
Naturally, the play and the
diary share much of the same
material and stories, and both
span two years in time, but the
main difference between the

two is the starting point.
“In the book it starts somewhat before they go into
hiding,” Poletti explains. “The play starts with, ‘Well,
we’re going into hiding.’”
Due to this difference in starting point, the entire play
is set in Amsterdam in the “secret
annex” in which the family hid.
Though it takes place in the Netherlands, to avoid distraction no
actors will use accents, other than
using the correct pronunciation of
European names, including Anne
Frank (Armstrong), Otto Frank
(Zeke Spooner), Edith Frank (Rachel Bagby) and Margot Frank
(Mia Poletti).
Although the Frank family
had to be quiet daily from about
8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Poletti hopes to
capture the vibrancy of their life at
night when they carried out necessary home activities. Because the
book consists solely of Anne’s diary entries, the play will simply
use blackouts to indicate passage
of time between the entries.
“Diary of Anne Frank” will
play on Dec. 7-8 and 13-15 at 7
p.m. and on Dec. 9 at 2 p.m. in the
black box with tickets bought at
the door for $10 per adult and $5
for students with an ASB stamp.
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Question & Answer
Elise Head
sophomore

What is your favorite
Thanksgiving food?

What is your dream
college?

Stuffing

UCLA

Ella Fenstermaker
junior

Mae Dinsmore
senior

Sam Rauh
junior

Mashed
Potatoes

Stuffing

Mashed
Potatoes and
Gravy

UC Berkeley

University of
Denver

University of
Colorado,
Boluder

Nonexistent

HOW WOULD YOU
DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE?

Casual

Casual?

My mom says
I dress like an
old man.

WHO’S YOUR FAVORITE
MUSICAL ARTIST?

Travis Scott

J. Cole

Mountain Joy

Led Zeppelin

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR
FAVORITE CLASS SO FAR
AT CHS?

Video
Production

Art

AP Environmental

Video
Production

Science

NOVEMBER 2018

Horoscopes
Aries: March 20 - April 20
You’re gonna struggle this November. The stars
are lookin’ at ya, Aries. All eyes on you. Do you
know how many stars there are in the sky? Like,
many. A multitude. A mass. With their eyes on you.
Good luck!
Taurus: April 21 - May 21
When the stars were lookin’ up info for you, Taurus, they came across a little number entitled “27
Amazing Facts About Bulls That Will Impress
Your Friends.” No lie! There’s 27 things about
you, my little bull, that will impress our friends.
Hope you’re happy!
Gemini: May 22 - June 22
Gemini, keep your eye out for a Scorpio of your
choosing this month—you might just be surprised
by the results! Keep your eye on the prize, my little
Gemini. Fortune shall come to you.
Cancer: June 23 - July 23
I dunno, get a haircut or something. Maybe shave
a lil bit. Get your life in order. Take more showers!
Eat some lettuce. Live your best life, hon.
Leo: July 24 - August 23
Will you, like, calm down for a little bit? I’m not
sure if there’s something bothering you personally,
Leo, but the rest of us are gonna need ya to figure
it out. Please.
Virgo: August 24 - September 22
You’ve been making a lot of posts on social media
lately and I’m just gonna speak for the group when
I say that we’re extremely concerned. Stop updating your story this month and start updating your
mind.
Libra: September 23 - October 22
Libra, I have a deadline here.
Scorpio: October 23 - November 21
Scorpio, try your best to avoid Gemini this month.
I’m doing my best to give ‘em the hard easy. Take
‘em down a peg. I trust you.
Sagittarius: November 22 - December 21
REDACTED until a certain Sagittarius who will
not go named apologizes for giving me a “missing
assignment” in Aries all because I didn’t turn in the
assignment. You’ll get yours, buddy!

thesandpiper.org
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Three new releases, three different verdicts

A look at this autumn in music

BY MILES PREKOSKI

As fall comes to a close and
winter creeps in on us, it’s necessary
to take a look back on this season’s
biggest releases. To be quite honest,
this fall wasn’t too hot in the realm
of music. We saw lackluster projects
from some of SoundCloud’s finest,
bland filler songs from Lil Wayne’s
return and a simple lack of bops.
Despite this musical drought,
the gems of music prevailed with the
alternative genre having a great season. Here are a few of this fall’s best
and worst albums.
“Nuthin’ to Prove”
Lil Yachty
This October release was
hyped–Yachty was expected to make
a blazing return to the rap game after
a series of some of the worst albums
put out in the genre. I’ll be honest:
I was excited to hear this project
from the Atlanta native, but after
the first couple of listens, I was severely unimpressed. Songs like “I’m
the Mac” find Lil Boat repeating a
bland, horrible hook (literally “I’m
the Mac” over and over again), leaving me wanting more. Although the
album is 15 songs long, it’s clear that
Yachty wasn’t putting his best effort
in, unlike the quality of his debut
mixtape or singles. 3/10
“Suncity”
Khalid
Khalid has been an industry giant since his breakout singles stuck
in everyone’s mind in the summer of
2016. Since the release of his

their first release since their 2016
project, “Home of the Strange.”
One of the most important aspects of YTG is their pure consistency, and “Mirror Master” is no
exception. Loud drums and a more
folky guitar filled the songs of this
12-piece work, as YTG focused

debut album, “American Teen,” Khalid has quickly fallen into a sketchy
series of brand deals, campaigns and
partnerships that led fans to consider
the El Paso native as one who has
turned to the dark side. Surviving
the criticism,
Khalid
has
returned with
his own new
solo project,
“ S u n c i t y. ”
The 21-minute, sevensong EP centers on Khalid’s
home
town,
El
Paso. While
Khalid’s
voice is still
beautiful and
his melodies
still impress,
we all know
it won’t last
courtesy of RCA RECORDS
long. This EP
is forgettable,
full of filler The cover of Khalid’s sophomore album “Suncity.”
tracks,
and
left me with almost no hope of an- their art into a more refined version
other powerful album coming from of “Strange.” The album hits upbeat
the R&B youngun. Is this album moods on tracks like “Superposigood? Sure. Is it promising? Nope. tion” and features tearjerkers like
5/10
“Oblivion” and “Call me Back.”
“Mirror Master”
“Mirror Master” is truly one of the
Young the Giant
best Alternative albums to come out
Now this is some good music. this year. 8/10
Young the Giant, a five-member alternative rock group that broke onto
the scene in 2010, has returned with

HOMECOMING 2018

Capricorn: December 22 - January 19
Heyo, wassup my little Capricorn chum. You’re
a precious little pear at the bottom of the ocean,
aren’t you? Too bad that you’re trapped in the
mouth of a clam, eternally doomed to a life of being sold for commercial purposes in the form of a
necklace at Kohl’s. :(
Aquarius: January 20 - February 18
According to trendy and niche articles written by
journalists on the internet, you’re madly obsessed
with your iPhone. It’s fact now. You’ve got an
Android? Tough luck, sweetheart. It’s all on you.
Spend the thousand dollars, honey.
Pisces: February 19 - March 19
Blub blub, my little catfish! Y’know how in AP
Environmental Science here at CHS—a location
totally outside of the scope the stars, but bear with
me here—we’re killing fish left and right with our
inability to make plastic bottles into functional
ecosystems? That’s how you’re gonna feel this
month Pisces.
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